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INTRODUCTION TO
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Literacy in an Aboriginal context is a complex concern. As the first four papers in this volume indicate, factors that need to be considered are psychological, sociolinguistic and anthropological as well as more directly educational.

The fifth paper is of a different mode but it too presents a factor for the literacy worker to consider — the growing importance of Kriol as an Aboriginal language. Whether one considers it a simplifying or complicating factor, it cannot be ignored.

All of the contributors are SIL field workers who themselves face the challenge of literacy in an Aboriginal context.
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DEVELOPING A LITERATURE FOR KRIOL

John R. Sandefur

KRIOL - AN OVERVIEW

Kriol is a relatively new Aboriginal language spoken by more than 15,000 Aborigines in the north of Australia mainly in the pastoral districts from western Queensland to the coast of Western Australia.

Kriol speakers themselves most commonly refer to the language as 'pidgin'. In print it has been referred to as, among other things, 'pidgin', 'Pidgin English', 'creole' and sometimes 'Aboriginal English'. Not everything referred to by these terms, however, is Kriol. Often a location name has been added as well, e.g. 'Roper Kriol', 'Bamyill Creole', 'Fitzroy Crossing Pidgin'.

Technically Kriol is not a pidgin; rather, it is a creole. Basically a pidgin is a relatively new language that is spoken by no one as their mother tongue and is restricted in structure, vocabulary and usage. A creole is also a relatively new language, but in contrast to pidgin it is the mother tongue of a group of people and is fully developed in its structure and vocabulary such that it can adequately meet all the communicative needs of its speakers within their social domain.

Because Kriol is related to English, it has often been considered by Europeans to be bad English that should be eradicated. Even in the 1970s school children were physically punished if caught speaking Kriol in school. Such negative attitudes have been instrumental in driving Kriol 'underground'. As a general rule Kriol is not spoken to, and in some cases even in the presence of, Europeans. Some Kriol speakers even deny that they speak Kriol because of the negative attitudes of Europeans.
The total number of Aborigines who speak Kriol is not known. Language surveys carried out by SIL indicate that more than 15,000 Aborigines actively use it as a main language of communication within their communities. Not all of these, however, speak Kriol as their mother tongue. Many speak it as a second language with a traditional Aboriginal language as their mother tongue. In some communities there are families with four generations who speak Kriol as their mother tongue. There are also some communities in which every Aboriginal school-child speaks Kriol as his or her mother tongue.

The historical roots of Kriol go back much further than the four generations. They can be traced back to a pidgin that developed in the Sydney area in the late 18th century.

Kriol is not New Guinea Pidgin, though they are distantly related. Kriol is much more closely related to Cape York Creole/Torres Strait Pidgin. Kriol and CYC/TSP are different enough, however, to be considered separate but related languages.

Kriol is not Aboriginal English, though they are related. Aboriginal English is much closer in its structure to English than is Kriol. Some dialects of Aboriginal English have developed from the same historical pidgin that Kriol developed from. Some Aboriginal English, however, such as that spoken by many Kriol speakers themselves, derives from the speaker's imperfect approximations of English.

Kriol is not a restricted or deficient language that prevents full and meaningful communication. It does not prevent cognitive development nor cause intellectual breakdown. Rather, Kriol is fully capable of serving the educational and literary needs of its mother tongue speakers.

Kriol is being used in a bilingual school programme at Bamylli, NT. The children come to school speaking Kriol, not English. The school takes the cultural and language experiences that the children bring with them and builds upon them. During the infant grades the children are taught to read in their own language. Simultaneously oral English is taught. After they have learnt to read Kriol and speak English, their literacy skills are extended to include English. Both Kriol and English are used throughout the upper grades.

Kriol has not yet been utilised by the government in a widespread concerted effort to communicate with Aborigines. Several government departments have, however, made periodic use of Kriol. The Electoral Office is notable in this respect, having on several occasions produced posters and cassettes in Kriol in conjunction with elections.
KRIOL LITERATURE

Before the Bamyili Kriol bilingual programme was started, there were no published books in Kriol. Bamyili Press has since published over ten dozen Kriol books. These include general reading booklets, an English-to-Kriol transfer primer series and a 'literacy kit' that includes ten workbooks with graded story readers. In addition, over four dozen Kriol books have been published by the Summer Institute of Linguistics, Wycliffe Bible Translators, the Bible Society, the School of Australian Linguistics and others.

The School of Australian Linguistics at Batchelor, NT, offers training to Aborigines and Islanders in language-related subjects — linguistics, literacy, translation, interpreting. To date some four dozen Kriol speakers have studied with S.A.L. Though the emphasis is upon training, some materials have been produced by S.A.L. These include a fifteen-volume series entitled *Kriol Stories for Bilingual Situations* compiled by Gnani T. Perinpanayagam.

SIL, in co-operation with WBT, is undertaking the translation of the Bible into Kriol. To date the book of Ruth and selections from the Gospels have been produced, with chapters 1-25 of Genesis in draft form. In addition to actual translation of Scriptures, Bible stories, Sunday school activity sheets, Jungle Doctor comics and Bible story comics have also been produced. Most of these are published by the Bible Society in Australia.


Distribution channels for Kriol materials are still being developed. Though materials are available direct from the publishers, local outlets in regional centres are being sought. At present some Kriol materials are available locally:

- Darwin, NT - SIL and the Bible Society
- Bamyili, NT - Bamyili Community Church Bookstore and Bamyili School
- Ngukurr, NT - St Matthew's Church Bookstore
- Doomadgee, Qld - Brethren Bookstore
Kununurra, WA  -  Walkabout Shop
Wyndham, WA  -  Pastor Rodney Rivers, People's Church
Fitzroy Crossing, WA  -  United Aborigines Mission

The Walkabout Shop, in addition to their store in Kununurra, has a mobile shop that travels throughout most of the western half of the Kriol-speaking area.

**KRIOL ORTHOGRAPHY**

The development of an orthography for Kriol was begun in 1973. The current orthography was selected by a majority decision of Kriol speakers who participated in a Kriol Writers Course in 1976. The course was a joint project of the School of Australian Linguistics, the Summer Institute of Linguistics and the Banyilli and Ngukurr Schools.

The orthography gives near maximum representation of significant sounds but allows for underdifferentiation in spelling. It is essentially phonemic but allows for variant pronunciations so writers can 'spell as they speak'. The name *Kriol* is 'creole' spelt in the orthography.

**KRIOL RESEARCH**

Until relatively recent times Kriol received little serious attention. In the research field Robert Hall was probably the first to give it attention. In 1943 he published a short paper on the language based on extracts in the writings of Phyllis Kaberry, who did her research in the Halls Creek area in the 1930s.

More recently Margaret Sharpe collected data on Kriol in the late 1960s incidental to her research on Alawa. In 1973 John Sandefur began a long-term study of Kriol, being joined by Joy Sandefur in 1976. Their continuing studies include an in-depth description of the language and the compilation of a dictionary. They have recently produced a language-learning course for people wishing to learn to speak Kriol.

In 1974 Jill Fraser made a brief study of the Kriol spoken by young adults and children at Fitzroy Crossing, WA. The following year Margaret Steffensen made a brief study of Kriol at Banyilli. In 1976 Holt Thompson wrote an advanced diploma dissertation arguing for the use of Kriol in a bilingual programme at Banyilli. In 1979 Edward Murtagh did research for a Ph.D. thesis, comparing the
performance of school-children in the Banyilli Kriol bilingual programme with school-children in the Beswick, NT, English-only school programme. Dorothy Meehan, the teacher-linguist who has been responsible for co-ordinating the development of the school's bilingual curriculum and materials, has recorded the rationale behind the Kriol literacy programme in a dissertation for a graduate diploma. Research planned for 1981 includes Joyce Hudson's research for an M.A. thesis on the semantic structure of Kimberley Kriol and John Harris's research for a Ph.D. thesis on the historical development of Kriol.
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